DYNAMIC FILTERING IN XCELSIUS

Hi, in this video I am gonna show you how the filter draw options works for selected component in
Xcelsius. And also I am gonna show you how the source data component works in Xcelsius 2008.
First, let’s examine the outline excels data, so let’s us quickly switch to spreadsheet option, I have
the quantity of items, purchase on specific date, what we are trying to do is using the filter row
option. Get rows for selected items into the yellow cells here. We can achieve this by using the
photo row option for any selected components.
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So let’s go back to workspace mode and for this example, we gonna use a radio button. Let’s drag
and draw radio component onto the canvas and quick bind the labels to the item column and if you
observe I can see my item repeated, however, under insertion type when I select Filtered rows, it
only select the unique items form the entire data, so in this case, I have five items, it has removed
the duplicated items. Now my source data is my entire data set here and my destination would be
the color yellow cells.

So what gonna happen is my selected item from the radio button and I pick an item from the radio
item, it gonna insert the rows related to the items into yellow cells. So in this case, our original text,
we gonna use a column chart, since its dates, date for purchasing, you wanna see a trend, let’s using
line chart, let’s give its title of date of purchase and subtitle of the item which gonna be insert in the
third column.
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And let’s add series; give the series name as item again and the value as quantity which gonna be
insert in column G and labeled as the dates. Let’s go head and preview and see what happens. As
you see, I select keyboard, I see the keyboard values for given dates. If switch to desktop, laptop,
phones and monitors you see the line chart changing. You have some empty space at the end of line
chart that because we haven’t ignored the blank cells.
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So let’s go ahead solve it. Let’s go to behavior. Ignore blank cell in series and in values. Let’s preview
again, so you don’t see those blank cells at the end of line chart and everything going smooth.
Basically, what happening is I selected keyboard, all the rows which has keyboard under the item are
inserted to yellow cells and chart is picking from the yellow source.
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Now, there is one another component you can use in Xcelsius here which is not widely use, however,
it’s what I mention. It’s under “other” component, called source data component, it almost like
selected component, and however you won’t see in a runtime, it’s only there for the design time.
And in this example, I haven’t set data on the right which has quantity, totals for all the items
specified.

And if I want to show this as gauge value, I can use source data button, I can achieve that using
formula also, but in this example, I just show some functionality of source data button. I am gonna
drop the source data button and gauge for display. Gauge is under single value components. Let’s
drag and drop gauge and bind to the quantity insert. Before bind the source data component, so
insertion type here, I am gonna select row, selected my source data as item quantity number in
totals.

And destination as the yellow cells on the top, an interesting factor is under behavior you can always
give index number. I am gonna explain it in details. I give index number as L2, so what in L2 is
nothing but basically looks familiar. Whatever item selected picks the index number from column L
and import L2. So this is what we have in index.
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So for example, if I selected keyboard, it gonna put zero and select keyboard 204 and my yellow cells.
So let’s go and see what happens, before that let’s give gauge title of the item name, just gonna be
inserted. And let’s change position of the title to bottom center. As you can observe, I just drag and
drop the source to the center of the chart. So in runtime, it not appears here, let’s do a preview. So
the source data button is gone, and I see my gauge as I change the values. This is how you can use
filter rows option for selected components, many of selected components have filter rows option.
And also the source data button which you can run different set of data. Thanks for watching.
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